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Abstract
We address the multi-focus image fusion problem, where multiple images captured with different
focal settings are to be fused into an all-in-focus image of higher quality. Algorithms for this problem
necessarily admit the source image characteristics along with focused and blurred features. However,
most sparsity-based approaches use a single dictionary in focused feature space to describe multi-
focus images, and ignore the representations in blurred feature space. We propose a multi-focus image
fusion approach based on sparse representation using a coupled dictionary. It exploits the observations
that the patches from a given training set can be sparsely represented by a couple of overcomplete
dictionaries related to the focused and blurred categories of images and that a sparse approximation
based on such coupled dictionary leads to a more flexible and therefore better fusion strategy than
the one based on just selecting the sparsest representation in the original image estimate. In addition,
to improve the fusion performance, we employ a coupled dictionary learning approach that enforces
pairwise correlation between atoms of dictionaries learned to represent the focused and blurred feature
spaces. We also discuss the advantages of the fusion approach based on coupled dictionary learning,
and present efficient algorithms for fusion based on coupled dictionary learning. Extensive experimental
comparisons with state-of-the-art multi-focus image fusion algorithms validate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last several decades, considerable attention has been given to the multi-focus image
fusion problem [1]–[5]. Multi-focus image fusion is an effective post-processing technique for
combining multiple images captured with different focal distances into an all-in-focus image,
without sacrificing image quality, and at the same time without using specialized optic sen-
sors [6]–[8]. The problem is of high importance in many fields, ranging from remote sensing to
medical imaging [9]–[12], especially for addressing the demand for cost minimization of optical
sensors/cameras.
Looking at recent approaches, sparsity and overcompleteness have been successfully used for
computational image fusion [13]–[19]. The methods exploit the fact that patches of natural image
can be compactly represented using an overcomplete dictionary as a linear combination of only
few atoms. It means that the vector of weighting coefficients for the atoms is sparse.
Many image processing applications have benefited remarkably by using the above approach
with a single learned overcomplete dictionary. A coupled dictionary-based approach [20]–[24]
has not been however used before for multi-focus image fusion.1 Indeed, the forenamed image
fusion methods [13]–[18] directly learn and exploit a single overcomplete dictionary in a single
feature space in order to describe multiple images which contain both the focused and blurred
categories of image features. Hence, these methods ignore the sparse representations in blurred
feature space, and set limits on sparsity of the vector of coefficients. The latter consequently
leads to a limited accuracy of fusing coefficients. These disadvantages, which are associated with
a limitation of single feature space only, motivate us to perform fusion in double feature spaces.
In particular, instead of learning a single overcomplete dictionary from the focused features only,
this paper suggests to learn two dictionaries over focused and blurred feature spaces, and then
use the pair of dictionaries to perform fusion via sparse representation in both spaces. In this
way, we exploit the existing structure shared by all available multi-focus images, correlate the
representations over double feature spaces, and improve the fusion performance. We use the
method proposed in our previous work [25] for learning two correlated dictionaries representing
focused and blurred feature spaces. Our approach, based on dictionaries learned from double
feature spaces and fusion via sparse representations over both spaces proves to be more accurate
than traditional methods based on single learned dictionary.
1Except for our preliminary conference contribution [26].
3In this paper, we extend the coupled dictionary learning approach based on sparse and re-
dundant representations to the problem of fusing multi-focus images. Coupled overcomplete
dictionary is expected to lead to more compact representation of the focused and blurred cate-
gories of images. Then the weighted max-l1-norm strategy can be used while seeking for the
focused patches needed to reconstruct an all-in-focus image.
The paper presents both algorithmic developments and simulation results for multi-focus image
fusion. We formulate the multi-focus image fusion problem as a problem of obtaining an all-in-
focus image from multi-focus input images based on their sparse representations over a coupled
dictionary (of focused and blurred dictionaries). Moreover, we develop a fusion procedure that
finds an accurate decision map based on the sparse representations of multi-focus source images,
which are obtained using a coupled dictionary found by our novel coupled dictionary learning
algorithm. The all-in-focus image is then reconstructed using such decision map and the source
image patches.
There are major differences between the approach in this paper and the conference paper
[26]. It includes the way of obtaining sparse representation. Averaging operator is used for
fusing sparse coefficients in [26], while here it is omitted since a coupled dictionary is used for
fusion instead of two dictionaries separately. Also, the all-in-focus image is reconstructed here
using the exact patches from source images that are found focused by our selection operator
instead of using their sparse representations as in [26].
We use bold capital letters for matrices, for example, we denote k-th multi-focus and all-in-
focus images as the following matrices of pixels Ik and IF, respectively. Similarly, the matrices
DF and DB denote the focus and blurred dictionaries, respectively. The operators and sets are
denoted using calligraphic letters, for instance, F represents the fusion operator.
Images are processed by patches.2 Image patches are extracted using the sliding window
technique (moving through images starting from the left-top corner to the right-bottom corner).
Then the image patch of the size d× d pixels e.g., IFi,j ∈ Rd×d is ordered lexicographically as a
column vector and denoted as iFi,j ∈ Rd2 . For notation simplicity and without loss of generality,
we drop hereafter the indices (i, j) marking the patch position in an image, and we denote
patches of k-th multi-focus image Ik and all-in-focus image IF just as ik ∈ Rd2 and iF ∈ Rd2 ,
respectively.
2It is because adapting a dictionary to large size images is impractical.
4The vector norm ‖ · ‖p for p ≥ 1 is the standard lp-norm, and ‖ · ‖0 denotes the operator that
counts the number of non-zero entries in a vector. For a matrix X , we define the Frobenius
norm as ‖X‖F = (
∑
i,j([X]i,j)
2)
1
2 . The symbol  represents element-wise product of matrices,
∇(·) denotes the forward finite difference operator on the vertical and horizontal directions, and
(·)T stands for the transpose operation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the problem description
and summarizes some general assumptions and a solution approach. Section III gives a detailed
explanation of our fusion procedure. Simulation results are provided in Section IV. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section V.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND SOLUTION APPROACH
Consider the problem of constructing/reconstructing a high quality all-in-focus image IF from
a set of multi-focus source images {Ik}Kk=1, which can be abstractly written in the form of the
following fusing process
IF = F {Ik}Kk=1 + V (1)
where F{·} stands for a fusing operator and V is the noise. The fusion goal is to obtain IF
from {Ik}Kk=1. It is assumed here for simplicity that each multi-focus image Ik is captured for
the same scene and all multi-focus images are properly aligned.3 One more typical assumption is
that at each position, one of the input image patches is (the most) in-focus. Hence, the problem
is to find the most focused patch in a set of all available corresponding patches, extracted from
the multi-focus inputs.
As a solution approach, Fig. 1 shows the block-diagram of the proposed procedure for
constructing/reconstructing an all-in-focus image IF from a given set of multi-focus images
{Ik}Kk=1. In this block-diagram, the block “Patch extraction” represents the above described
simple process of extracting patches {ik}Kk=1 from the available multi-focus images {Ik}Kk=1.
Due to the fact that visible artifacts may occur on patch boundaries, overlapping patches that
include pixels of neighboring patches are typically used to suppress such artifacts. The input to
the block “Coupled dictionary learning” is a set of two available subsets of training patches,
3Note that this assumption is typical in the literature with a focus on image fusion algorithms design, but proper alignment
of images is also an important practical issue.
5Fig. 1: Block-diagram of the procedure for reconstructing an all-in-focus image IF from the
given set of multi-focus images {Ik}Kk=1 via coupled sparse representations in focus and blurred
spaces and coupled dictionary learning.
i.e., X , {XF, XB}. Here XF and XB are the subsets of manually labeled (classified) in-
focus and blurred training patches, which are extracted from corresponding parts of available
multi-focus images.4
The output of the block “Coupled dictionary learning” is the coupled dictionaryD ,
[
DF, DB
]
representing the in-focus and blurred image feature spaces. The method proposed in our previous
work [25] for learning two correlated dictionaries representing focused and blurred feature spaces
suites here perfectly. Indeed, the existing coupled dictionary learning algorithms have been
developed for solving another inverse problem – super resolution, where the objective is to
4Note that the method proposed in the paper can be straightforwardly extended also to the case when image patches are
labeled at different focal depths to more than two sets of patches, but then the main cost will be labeling the patches.
6find an accurate transform from blurred inputs to unknown focused image patches.
The procedure of fusing multi-focus images is presented in Fig. 1 by three sub-blocks. The sub-
block “Sparse approximation” represents a procedure of finding sparse representations {αk}Kk=1
of image patches {ik}Kk=1 over the coupled dictionary D. The selection operation, represented by
sub-block “Selection”, finds the focused patches and mask (a matrix containing the indix of in-
focus patch kF at each position). Having the image patches and the mask, the in-focus patches
are found, then the initial all-in-focus image is constructed, that is shown by the sub-block
“Reconstruction of initial image IF0 ”.
The averaging nature of such all-in-focus image reconstruction from its overlapping patches
may cause some blurring, mostly around the edges, where each of the source images is focused
on one side and is blurred on the other side. Indeed, the patches that cross the focus boundaries
and scattered noise in the decision map introduce some blurredness around those edges and fade
the small details. Thus, a global reconstruction may need to be performed optionally in order to
restore the contrast resolution of the initial estimation IF0 .
III. FUSION VIA COUPLED SPARSE REPRESENTATION
Using the coupled dictionary learning method in [25] the two dictionaries DF and DB, which
are better representatives for, respectively, the focused and blurred feature spaces, can be obtained.
Considering the characteristics of learned dictionaries DF and DB, we can infer that for the
residuals rF and rB, representing a pair of corresponding focused and blurred features, the
inequalities

max
dF
| (dF )T · rF |≥ max
dB
| (dB)T · rF |
max
dB
| (dB)T · rB |≥ max
dF
| (dF )T · rB |,
dF ∈DF,dB ∈DB
(2)
hold. We next propose a greedy method to find the sparse representations {αk}Kk=1 representing
corresponding patches {ik}Kk=1 over the coupled dictionary D (horizontal concatenation of DF
and DB), knowing that the greedy methods solve the problem
di = argmax
dt
| dTt · ri |; dt ∈D ,
[
DF DB
]
(3)
7to find the best matching atom di approximating the residual ri at iteration i. Then based on
(2) and (3), we can instantly deduce that
ri is focused, if di ∈DF
ri is blurred, if di ∈DB.
(4)
In this section, a fusion approach based on (4) and using a coupled learned dictionary is
proposed.
A. Proposed Local Fusion Method
The local fusion operation as presented in Fig. 1 consists of three operations, namely, the
sparse approximation, selection, and mask generation. Then the proposed local fusion approach
can be mathematically formulated as
iF , F
{
{ik}Kk=1
}
=M
{
R
{
{L {αk; ik,D}}Kk=1
}}
· {ik}Kk=1
(5)
where M{·} is the mask operator, R{·} is the selection operator, and L{·} is the sparse
approximation operator.
The operator L{·} can be formulated as the following l1-norm minimization problem
L{αk; ik,D} =argmin
αk
‖αk‖1
s.t. ‖D ·αk − ik‖22 ≤ .
(6)
Note that problem (6) can be efficiently solved by many existing greedy methods, e.g., conven-
tional orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [41].
To deal with the effect of luminance, the mean intensities are removed from all image patches
before sparse approximation. Moreover, all vectors in {ik}Kk=1, DF and DB are normalized to
have Frobenius norm of one. After obtaining each vector of sparse representation αk for the
corresponding patch ik, the selection operator R
{{αk}Kk=1} is applied in accordance with (5)
to find the sparse vector of coefficients that represents the most focused image patch iF.
According to the max-l1-norm rule [16], the most focused sparse vector of coefficients αF
from the set of vectors {αk}Kk=1 is the vector with the highest activity level, where the activity
level is measured by l1-norm. In the coupled dictionary framework, based on (4), we extend
the max-l1-norm rule to the following weighted l1-norm, where the weight for the l1-norm of
8coefficients that correspond to DF is greater than the weight for the l1-norm of coefficients that
correspond to DB. Thus, the selection operator finds the focused patch and its corresponding
index kF by solving the following problem
kF = R
{
{αk}Kk=1
}
= argmax
k
{
ω.
∥∥αFk ∥∥1 + (1− ω).∥∥αBk ∥∥1} (7)
where ω and 1 − ω are the weights corresponding to the focused and blurred subspaces,
respectively, 0.5 6 ω < 1, and αFk and αBk denote two segments of αk that correspond to
DF and DB.5
Then, the all-in-focus patch iF is found by applying the linear mask operator M as follows
iF =M (kF , {ik}Kk=1) = ikF . (8)
Going across the whole image, all in-focus image patches iF are found separately one by
one, then by placing them at their positions and averaging the overlapping pixels, the initial
approximation of all-in-focus image IF0 is reconstructed.
B. Global Reconstruction
A global reconstruction, as optionally suggested at the end of Section II, can be achieved by
applying the total variation (TV) regularization, which is commonly used in the natural image
analysis. Thus, applying the TV prior on the image gradients magnitude, the global reconstruction
problem can be written as
IF=argmin
IF
1
2
∥∥IF − IF0∥∥22 + η∑
i,j
ρ
(∥∥[∇IF]i,j∥∥2) (9)
where ρ(·) takes the form of TV, [∇IF]i,j denotes the discretization of the gradient for (i, j)-
th element, defined as
∥∥[∇IF]i,j∥∥2 = √(Dh∇IF)2i,j + (Dv∇IF)2i,j with linear operators Dh
and Dv representing finite difference approximations of the first-order horizontal and vertical
partial derivatives [30]. Similar to the approaches in [30]–[32], optimization problem (9) can
be efficiently solved by the alternating directions method of multipliers (ADMM) [33], [35],
which decomposes a large scale global problem into a series of smaller local subproblems.
The resulting IF after applying global reconstruction is then taken as the final estimate of the
all-in-focus image.
5Note that for the cases when there are more than two learned dictionaries, the proposed selection operator can be extended by
segmenting αk based on the number of dictionaries and weighting those segments proportional to the focus level of dictionaries.
9C. Algorithm of Fusion via Coupled Sparse Representation
In summary, when the underlying dictionaries DF and DB are known, the fusion via local
sparse representations is first calculated. Then the global reconstruction is employed for enhanc-
ing the contrast resolution of the reconstructed all-in-focus image. The overall algorithm for
multi-focus image fusion via sparse representation is summarized as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Image fusion via sparse representation.
Input: Multi-focus source images {Ik}Kk=1 and learned coupled dictionary D = [DF,DB].
1: Obtain vectorized image patches {ik}Kk=1;
2: Remove the mean intensities and normalize all image patches as:
iˆk = ik −mean (ik), iˆk = iˆk‖iˆk‖F
, ∀k;
3: for each set of
{
iˆk
}K
k=1
:
4: Find {αk}Kk=1 by solving (6);
5: Find kF by applying the selection operator (7);
6: Find the in-focus patch iF using (8);
7: end for
8: Form the initial estimate of all-in-focus image IF0 ;
9: (Optional) Perform the global reconstruction using (9).
Output: The all-in-focus image IF.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach for image fusion and compare it to some
existing state-of-the-art approaches in terms of visual and quantitative comparison. Next, we
discuss also various factors that influence the performance.
The quantitative assessments are based on two non-reference-based image fusion performance
metrics, namely, normalized mutual information (NMI) and QAB/F [37], and two reference-based
metrics, namely, structural similarity index (SSIM) [39] and mean square error (MSE).
The proposed approach is compared to the following existing state-of-the-art multi-focus image
fusion algorithms: discrete wavelet transform-based image fusion approach (DWT) [34], sparse
representation “choose-max”-based image fusion approach (SR-CM) [16], sparse representation
10
Fig. 2: Learning data [29]: The red and green rectangles show parts of images used as blurred
and focused learning data, respectively.
“choose-max”-based image fusion via trained dictionary using K-SVD (SR-KSVD), multi-focus
image fusion based on principal component analysis (PCA) [40], multi-focus image fusion using
dictionary-based sparse representation of focus measures (SR-FM) [17], and multi-focus image
fusion using dense SIFT (DSIFT) [38].
Throughout all experiments, the parameters used in the methods are set as follows. For DWT
method, the source images are decomposed to 3 levels and the wavelet basis “db1” is applied.
In DSIFT, an orientation histogram with 8 bins is used for quantizing the gradient information,
and the feature vector is of 1× 128. In implementation of SR-FM method, the Laplacian-energy
is calculated as local focus measure and max-pooling is used for feature aggregation. Also
the reconstruction phase is performed using overlapping patches, as the segmentation method
applied to decision map in the work of [17] is not the focus of our work. All methods are assessed
without applying any post-processing technique, since the problem of refining the decision map
11
a b
c d
e f
Fig. 3: Input 1: gray-scale multi-focus images [17]: (a) Clocks, (b) Lab, (c) Pepsi, (d) Disk, (e)
Jug, and (f) Doll.
is independent from fusion methods.
For fair comparison, all sparsity based algorithms are implemented using the same patch and
dictionary size of 82 and 64× 256 (64× 512 for coupled), 7 pixel overlap between neighboring
patches and the tolerance error of  = 0.1. In addition, for dictionary learning, we execute 10
multiple dictionary update cycles.
For the proposed method, the visual results before and after global reconstruction are given
separately. For global reconstruction, the ADMM algorithm of [27] is used with the regularization
parameter λ = 10−5, updating parameter ρ = 1, internal parameter γ = 1.
The learning data includes 30,000 pairs of patches taken from image parts indicated by
rectangles in Fig. 2. The images used for learning are taken from Lytro dataset [17]. One
coupled dictionary is learned and used for all experiments.
The input data includes six pairs of gray-scale multi-focus images (see Fig. 3) taken from
12
a
b
c
d
Fig. 4: Input 2: triple color multi-focus images [29]: (a) Diver, (b) Keyboard, (c) Folders, and
(d) Seals.
standard multi-focus dataset [17]6 and four triple series (see Fig. 4) of color multi-focus images
taken from Lytro dataset. The size of gray-scale image pairs Doll, Clocks and Pepsi is 256×256,
6For the gray-scale inputs the available reference images in dataset [17] are used as perfectly fused all-in-focus images for
measuring MSE and SSIM.
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a b
c d
Fig. 5: Visual comparison between separately learned dictionaries: (a) DF and (b) DB, and
Coupled dictionary: (c) DF and (d) DB.
Lab and Disk are 480× 640 and Jug is 256× 384. The color images are of size 520× 520. All
experiments are performed on a PC running a Intel(R) Xeon(R) 3.40GHz CPU.
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B. Coupled versus Separately Learned Dictionaries
The coupled dictionary used in the experiments and two dictionaries separately learned over
the same focused and blurred learning data using K-SVD are visualized in Fig. 5 for comparison.
Fig. 6: Comparing fusion performances, using proposed method, over coupled dictionary and
separately learned dictionaries.
a b c d
Fig. 7: Comparing masks obtained using (c) single dictionary (SR-KSVD) and (d) coupled
dictionary from source images in (a) and (b). The images are taken from lytro multi-focus
dataset [29].
The pairwise correlations between the atoms of DF and DB (see Figs. 5.(c) and (d)) are
obtained by enforcing identical sparse representations through the dictionary learning [25].
These pairwise correlations ensure that DF and DB represent corresponding focused and blurred
features.
Note that when DF and DB are learned separately, in accordance with max-l1-norm rule [16]
the sparse representations of blurred dataXB is sparser, so it contains larger amplitude (but fewer
15
a b c d
e f g h
Fig. 8: Fusion result for multi-focus images ”Clocks”, obtained by methods: DWT (a), PCA (b),
SR-FM (c), DSIFT (d), SR-CM (e), SR-KSVD (f), proposed method (g), and the proposed after
global reconstruction (h)
a b c d
e f g h
Fig. 9: Fusion result for multi-focus images ”Doll”, the same order as Fig. 8
number) non-zero entries (size of focused/blurred patches are normalized). Thus, the correlations
between the atoms of DB and their corresponding blurred features are larger than those between
16
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e f g h
Fig. 10: Fusion result for multi-focus images ”Pepsi”, the same order as Fig. 8
the atoms of DF and their corresponding focused features.
To empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of using coupled dictionary learning instead of
a single dictionary, we show in Fig. 6, the NMI and QAB/F results of fusion using coupled and
separately learned dictionaries for all images in the gray-scale dataset. The figure clearly shows
that the results obtained using coupled dictionary are superior in all cases.
Moreover, the masks obtained using the proposed and SR-KSVD methods are compared in
Fig. 7. It can be seen in the mask resulted by SR-KSVD method (see Fig. 7.(c)) that the excessive
bias in selecting patches with the largest l1-norm as the focused one leads to wrong decisions
around edges where sub-blurred and sub-focused patches need to be fused. That is because using
one dictionary that only represents focused features sets limit on the sparsity of representations
of sub-blurred patches, and lead to larger l1-norm for those sparse representations.
However, the proposed method approximates all patches over both the focused and blurred
feature spaces (DF and DB), then using a weighted l1-norm, it finds the image patch with the
highest contribution from the focused features (the atoms of DF) in its sparse approximation
as the most focused. Moreover, by jointly learning DF and DB, two balanced models of two
feature spaces are obtained. Thus, the accuracy of the fusion operation is improved. It can be
seen form the mask obtained by the proposed method (see Fig. 7.(d)) that the excessive error
has been reduced to a high degree.
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C. Comparison Results
The proposed method can be used for fusion of multifocus image sets {Ik}Kk=1, where K can
be any number. The fusion rule (7) will take one patch as the most focused at each position
to reconstruct the all-in-focus image. Here, the experiments are performed for double and triple
input series (K = 2 and 3). For color images, the mask is obtained for gray-scale version of the
input images and then it is used for fusion of each of the three layers in RGB (red, green and
blue) format.
(a) (b)
Fig. 11: Fusion result for multi-focus images ”Diver”: (a) SR-KSVD, (b) proposed.
The representative fusion results for three pairs of images: Clocks, Doll, and Pepsi, and the
two triple series: Diver and Keyboard, are shown in Figs. 8-12, respectively. All the figures also
include the magnified details.
Visually inspecting the results from gray-scale dataset, we can see that the DWT method
results in blocking artifacts, the fusion using PCA method shows excessive blurring effect in
all three cases, although the images are relatively smooth. The fused images produced using
DSIFT method although have high contrast resolution in all cases, the misaligned decision map
results in blocking artifacts that highly reduces the visual quality of the images. These blocking
18
(a) (b)
Fig. 12: Fusion result for multi-focus images ”Keyboard”: (a) SR-KSVD, (b) proposed.
Fig. 13: Fusion performance vs. ω for  = 0.1 and d = 8.
19
Fig. 14: usion performance vs.  for d = 8.
Fig. 15: Fusion performance vs.  for d = 8.
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artifacts are less visible in Figs. 9 and 10 comparing to Fig. 8. It can be explained in terms of
low robustness of DSIFT method against different levels of blurredness in multi-focus source
images.
The other four methods, namely SR-FM, SR-CM, SR-KSVD, and the proposed method
give smooth fused images. Looking more carefully at details and magnified parts (quantitative
evaluations are also given later), it can be seen however that the proposed method yields the best
results. The effectiveness of the proposed method is more visible in the fusion results for triple
series where the inputs are larger and more diverse in terms of focus level. We compared the
proposed methods to its closest competitor SR-KSVD. It can clearly be seen from the magnified
detailes that the proposed method has a better performance. For example, in the fusion results for
the image Diver (see Fig. 11), the cloud in the red rectangle and the trace of water in the green
rectangle, and in the results for Keyboard (see Fig. 12) the hair strand in the green rectangle are
only visible in the results obtained by the proposed method.
It can be also seen in all three visualized gray-scale cases that the image resulted from applying
ADMM-based global reconstruction to the fused image is significantly better than the images
before applying global reconstruction in terms of contrast resolution and visibility of details.
In addition to the visual comparison, Tables I and II summarize the quantitative evaluations
for the methods tested on the datasets in Figs. 3 and 4. It can be seen from both tables that
the proposed approach produces the best quantitative results in term of QAB/F and NMI in all
cases, which means that it reduces the blocking artifacts and artificial distortions and combines
a significant edge information into the fused images, while showing the highest fidelity in
preserving the pixel intensities of source image. The lowest MSE values obtained in all gray-
scale experiments mean that the results are the closest to the reference images, which shows the
high accuracy of the proposed selection operator.
D. Effects of Main Parameters
The following three main parameters influence the fusion performance: patch size d2, tolerance
error , and weight parameter ω in (7). To study the effects of these parameters, we run the
proposed method on the whole gray-scale dataset and average the results for NMI and QAB/F .
Fig. 13 shows the averaged results for weighting parameter ω. It can be seen that for ω between
0.54 and 0.56, the best results are achieved. The effect of different tolerance error values  on
fusion performance is shown in Fig. 14. As it can be seen, the best QAB/F results attained for
21
 = 0.1, while NMI increases for larger  values. This observation shows that larger values
of  decrease the scattered error so leads to better NMI results, however it increases the bias
(uniformly wrong selected areas in decision map) and reduces the QAB/F . Fig. 15 shows that with
increasing the patch size, the fusion performance slightly improves. However, computation over
larger patches increases the run time and computational costs, thus we run all other experiments
using d = 8.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a fusion algorithm for combing multiple images with different focal settings
into one all-in-focus image. We first have formalized the physical process of capturing multi-
focus images, and then developed a basic model based on the idea of sparse representation of
all-in-focus image using a coupled overcomplete dictionary. This approach is straightforwardly
extendable to the case of multiple (more than two) dictionaries. Using the coupled dictionary
from the focused and blurred feature spaces, we have developed an efficient and accurate
fusing approach, and have demonstrated that the proposed approach well preserves the edge
and structural information of source images; drastically reduces the blocking artifacts, circle
blurring, and artificial distortions; and shows in general better results than the existing fusion
methods including state-of-the-art methods.
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Methods Measures Clocks Lab Pepsi Disk Jug Doll
DWT [34]
NMI 0.9847 1.0027 1.0079 0.8129 0.8497 0.8553
QAB/F 0.6600 0.5487 0.6587 0.5102 0.5048 0.6184
SSIM 0.9403 0.9372 0.9362 0.9068 0.8871 0.9211
MSE 32.2172 60.1514 43.2703 94.3113 51.6737 46.3669
PCA [40]
NMI 1.0276 1.0270 1.0610 0.8372 0.8854 0.8965
QAB/F 0.6939 0.5651 0.6752 0.5352 0.5083 0.6355
SSIM 0.9572 0.9468 0.9351 0.9226 0.9048 0.9418
MSE 24.8221 54.4139 29.4576 80.9688 45.1700 36.2968
DSIFT [38]
NMI 1.0015 1.0726 0.9943 0.9217 0.8836 0.8921
QAB/F 0.7017 0.7269 0.7243 0.6938 0.7714 0.7416
SSIM 0.8649 0.9003 0.8955 0.8779 0.9661 0.9817
MSE 32.1295 17.55 19.1050 45.9702 4.3322 6.7304
SR-FM [17]
NMI 1.1100 1.0573 1.1764 0.8878 0.9490 1.0935
QAB/F 0.7462 0.6900 0.7577 0.6380 0.7174 0.7380
SSIM 0.9451 0.8153 0.9296 0.8325 0.9490 0.9862
MSE 5.5989 12.0835 5.8016 30.7394 19.3786 7.4314
SR-CM [16]
NMI 1.1188 1.1079 1.1063 0.9460 1.0630 1.0547
QAB/F 0.7301 0.7058 0.7290 0.7052 0.7656 0.7402
SSIM 0.8813 0.7843 0.8229 0.8367 0.9609 0.9817
MSE 1.8879 7.4700 3.9962 11.0090 3.3700 3.3617
SR-KSVD
NMI 1.1658 1.1235 1.1685 0.9821 1.1417 1.0517
QAB/F 0.7557 0.7295 0.7613 0.7206 0.7766 0.7454
SSIM 0.9527 0.8400 0.9258 0.8667 0.9925 0.9888
MSE 1.6457 7.7026 3.6903 11.0777 3.2798 3.4843
Proposed
NMI 1.1833 1.1733 1.1803 1.0176 1.1513 1.1475
QAB/F 0.7578 0.7340 0.7678 0.7247 0.7786 0.7490
SSIM 0.9565 0.8214 0.9464 0.8716 0.9926 0.9928
MSE 1.3048 5.6800 2.8415 6.3516 1.7500 2.9864
TABLE I: Objective evaluation of fusion performance for input dataset 1. Results are ranked by
colors as follows. Red is the best, blue is the second best, and green, the third best.
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SR-KSVD
QAB/F 0.5882 0.5820 0.6123 0.6337
NMI 1.3522 1.0798 1.4685 1.4206
Proposed
QAB/F 0.6247 0.6207 0.6544 0.6825
NMI 1.4644 1.1831 1.5984 1.5103
TABLE II: Objective evaluation of fusion performance for input dataset 2. Best result are shown
in bold.
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